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Electrically isolated SiGe quantum dots
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A variation of electric force microscopy~EFM! is used to measure the electrical isolation of SiGe
quantum dots~QDs!. The SiGe QDs are grown on mesas of ultrathin silicon on insulator. Near the
mesa edges, the thin silicon layer has been incorporated into the QDs, resulting in electrically
isolated QDs. Away from the edges, the silicon layer is not incorporated and has a two-dimensional
resistivity of less than 800 TV per sq, resulting in relatively shortRC times for charge flow on the
mesa. The EFM technique we use here is a powerful probe of samples and devices with floating-gate
geometries. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1484251#
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Electrically isolated quantum dots~QDs! are promising
candidates for charge storage in future silicon nanoelect
ics. For example, QDs could be used as patterned gate
nonvolatile floating gate memories.1 Long storage times hav
recently been demonstrated for nanocrystals embedde
silicon dioxide.2,3 Random variations in the vertical positio
of QDs within the oxide may result in fluctuations in th
charging voltages of such devices.4,5 A method for fabricat-
ing electrically isolated QDs with well-controlled vertica
positions is therefore desirable.

When QDs self-assemble in the Stranski–Krastan
growth process, the underlying substrate plays an active
in determining the quantum dot properties.6,7 In addition to
the well-known effects of strain, substrate atoms can be
corporated into self-assembled SiGe quantum dots du
growth.6,8,9 Such dot–substrate interactions suggest that
properties could be modified using engineered substra
For example, during growth on ultrathin silicon-on-insulat
~SOI! a limited amount of silicon is available for incorpora
tion into the QDs. Such substrates could provide a way
which to fabricate electrically isolated QDs with wel
controlled vertical positions.

In this letter, we report the self-assembly of electrica
isolated SiGe QDs on ultrathin SOI patterned into mesas.
show that electric force microscopy~EFM! is a sensitive
probe of very large resistivities in floating-gate samples. T
resistivity in regions between these QDs decreases as a
tion of distance from the mesa edge. This decreased resi
ity results from reduced incorporation of the underlying
layer into the QDs. Near the center of the mesa, the ultra
silicon layer remains unincorporated and behaves as a
ducting layer in EFM measurements. Near the edge of
mesa, the ultrathin silicon layer is entirely consumed by
surrounding QDs, resulting in electrically isolated QDs. T
EFM technique we use here may be extended to study
plane resistivity in a wide variety of floating-gate sample

A SOI wafer with 1015 boron acceptors/cm3 is thinned
by thermal oxidation until roughly 10–15 nm of silicon re
mains. This ultrathin SOI wafer is patterned and etched,
isolated silicon mesas of 10mm lateral dimensions are cre

a!Electronic mail: maeriksson@facstaff.wisc.edu
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ated. Germanium~1.5 nm! is deposited onto the patterne
SOI at 700 °C by molecular beam epitaxy. Figure 1~a! shows
an intermittent-contact atomic force microscopy~IC-AFM!
image of the sample surface immediately after depositi
and Fig. 1~b! is a schematic cross-section of the sample
ometry. Because of thermodynamic and kinetic restrictio
the SiGe QDs first nucleate at the edge of the mesa and
continue to grow in concentric rings toward the center of
mesa.6 By halting Ge deposition at an early stage, only fo
or five rings nucleate near the edge of the mesa@Fig. 1~a!#.
These are the ‘‘edge QDs’’ whose electrical isolation is d
cussed in this letter. The ‘‘islands’’ that appear in the cen
of the mesa are very different, and are discussed elsewhe10

Transmission electron micrographs~not shown! reveal the
absence of a Si template next to edge QDs.10

As we show in this letter, EFM provides an excelle
measure of the degree of electrical isolation~i.e., in-plane
resistivity! of samples with floating-gate geometries. EFM
sensitive to gradients in the electrostatic forces on a cond

FIG. 1. ~a! IC-AFM image and~b! schematic diagram of a 10mm mesa
after growth.
6 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
P license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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ing tip as it floats over the sample. For very small amplitud
of vibration the shift in resonance frequencyDv is approxi-
mately

Dv'2
v0

2k S ]F

]z D , ~1!

wherek is the spring constant,v0 the resonance frequency o
the cantilever, andF the force on the tip.11,12Factors such as
the local work function, trapped charge, dielectric consta
and geometry all influence the frequency shift measured

In our samples, the region of interest is a floating lay
between the tip and back-gate, specifically the QDs and
maining Si layer depicted in Fig. 1~b!. In order to focus on
the in-plane conductivity of this layer, we apply an ac vo
age to the tip with respect to the back gate,Vtip5Vdc

1Vacsin(vt). This produces a frequency shiftDn with Fou-
rier components at dc,v, and 2v. We measure the resonanc
frequency shift component at 2v,

Dn2v}2
]2C

]z2 3Vac
2 , ~2!

where C is the tip–sample capacitance, andz is the tip–
sample separation.13 Thus, Dn2v is a measure of anything
that influences the tip–sample capacitance, such as the
in-plane conductivity of the floating layer. The EFM sign
Dn2v is not sensitive to differences in work function or loc
trapped charges,13,14 and is therefore an excellent probe
samples with floating-gate geometries.

Figure 2 shows an IC-AFM image and correspond
frequency shiftDn2v of the left quarter of a 10mm mesa. In
the interior of the mesa~region B! Dn2v is 30 Hz; off the
mesa~region A! Dn2v is 6 Hz. This observation is at firs
surprising. One would naively expect regions off the me
~close to the back gate! to have a stronger electric field gra
dient than regions on the mesa~125 nm farther from the back
gate!.

The larger electric field gradient in region B can be u
derstood, as we show here, if the thin silicon layer on

FIG. 2. ~a! Topography and~b! correspondingDn2v of the left quarter of a
10 mm mesa. Regions of fast and slowRC times~t! are delineated. Data ar
acquired with a modified Digital Instruments~DI! Multimode AFM and
Nanoscope IIIa controller. Images are acquired in two scans, first by
IC-AFM scan (Vtip50) to determine the topography and then an EFM sc
During the EFM scan, the conducting tip floats 50 nm above the sam
with a voltageVtip52 V12 V sin(2p3500 Hz3t).
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mesa acts as a conducting plane. Figure 3~inset! shows tip–
sample geometries both when the tip is~i! on the mesa over
a thin conducting layer and~ii ! off the mesa over only oxide
On the mesa, all of the bending of the electric field lin
occurs between the tip and thin conducting layer. Off t
mesa, where there is no conducting layer, the field lines b
over the entire distance between the tip and back gate. T
the presence of a thin conducting layer results in a lar
electric field gradient~EFM frequency shift! on the mesa
than off.

Figure 3 shows the calculated tip–sample force grad
for both the~i! on and~ii ! off mesa geometries.15 The calcu-
lations use the full three-dimensional~3D! MESP16 cantile-
ver and tip geometry; the sample geometry is simplified
shown in the inset. The calculated force gradient on the m
is indeed larger than the calculated force gradient off
mesa. At a tip–sample separation of 50 nm the ratio of
frequency shifts on and off the mesa is 3:1. This value
remarkably close to the 5:1 ratio in Fig. 2, given the simp
fied sample geometry used in the calculation.

In our experiments, the thin layer of silicon acts as
conductor. That is, theRC time constant~t! of the thin Si
layer is faster than the applied ac frequency, 500 Hz, so
charge oscillates beneath the tip in phase with the ac vol
applied. The exact origin of the carriers and their conduct
mechanism is uncertain, although surface traps are lik
involved.17 Assuming a tip–sample capacitance of 3 aF,18 the
effective two-dimensional~2D! resistivity of the Si layer is
r2D<800 TV per sq. It is useful to note that this 2D resi
tivity corresponds to a 3D resistivity,r3D<83106 V m. For
comparison, the original doped silicon wafer had resistiv
r50.2V m, more than 107 times smaller than ther3D mea-
sured. Thus, although the floating silicon layer is almost c
tainly depleted by its surfaces, its residual conductivity
sufficient to be measured by EFM. For samples w
floating-gate geometries, even the presence of weakly c
ducting materials beneath the tip has a significant effect
the EFM frequency shifts measured.

Figure 2 shows that the frequency shiftDn2v in region C
between edge QDs is nearly identical to that off the me
This is because there is no silicon between these QDs

n
.
le

FIG. 3. CalculatedF8(z) vs heightz. Curve~i! corresponds to the tip ove
the mesa and curve~ii ! corresponds to the tip off the mesa. Inset: Schema
of the geometry of~i! and~ii !. Note the very different behavior of the field
lines on and off the mesa. Calculation parameters: On mesa, the oxide t
ness is 400 nm and is capped by a 10 nm thick conducting layer. Off m
the oxide thickness is 275 nm and is not capped. The tip has a radiu
curvature of 25 nm.
P license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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fact, all the QDs at the edge are surrounded by region
low frequency shift. Using the sameRC time constant argu-
ment as that above, the edge quantum dots are isolated
each other byr2D.800 TV per sq.

In contrast, slightly farther from the edge between Q
in region D,Dn2v is almost identical to that in region B. Th
AFM image in Fig. 2~a! shows that region D has topograph
very similar to region C. Thus, the transition from sm
Dn2v in region C to largeDn2v in region D is predomintly
due to the presence of the silicon layer in region D. In fa
from the calculations in Fig. 3, curve~i!, we determine that
more than half~56%! of the tip–sample force gradient arise
from interactions between the sample and the 25 nm of
tip closest to the sample. Thus, it is not surprising that E
has sufficient resolution to observe the electrical isolation
the QDs in Fig. 2.

We use an ac voltage atv52p3500 Hz to determine a
transition between regions withRC times faster and slowe
than this frequency. By varying the frequencyv of the ac
voltage applied to the tip, it may be possible to identify r
gions with faster or slower response times. This techni
can be used to measure in-plane resistivities in samples
floating-gate geometries, provided electrical contact can
made to a back-gate.

EFM measurements demonstrate that electrically
lated SiGe QDs can be grown using ultrathin SOI. This fa
rication technique offers good control of the vertical positi
of the QDs, which may be useful for nanocrystal fla
memory. Although seldom exploited, theDn2v response in
EFM is a powerful probe of samples with floating-gate g
ometries. 2v-EFM measures very large resistivities, and
thus a good way to test for nanoscale electrical isolation
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